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 The three-phase power transformer in the transmission or distribution 

substations represents one of the essential devices on electric power 

networks. Losing this devise cause a disconnection of the power utility to a 

large number of electrical loads. The robust protection system must be 

designed to protect the device during abnormal operations. A complete 

protection system for a poly-phase power transformer for one of the Karbala 

transmission networks (East Karbala substation) is modeled and simulated, 

adopting a fuzzy logic protective relaying using MATLAB/SIMULINK 

environment. This study discusses fuzzy logic-based relaying for a power 

transformer safety, as well as internal faults that are clearly identified. Two 

principles of operation are used to protect the transformer; differential relay 

and overcurrent relay. The differential relay is proposed as the unit 

protection, while the overcurrent is backup protection. The proposed fuzzy 

logic controller (FLC) is used to detect abnormal operation; it is also 

modeled to organize the operation between unit and backup protection. The 

numerical results clarify that the proposed model can perform fast, rigorous, 

and authoritative protection for the transformer. Also, modeling of the 

protection mode decreases the complexity of designing various subsystem 

and combining them in one controller. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Power system protection is an electrical power network that deals with the electrical power systems 

by disconnecting the faulty part from the power system's healthy part. Protection systems are used to sense 

and disconnect any fault at the power system automatically. According to its importance, an electric power 

transformer must be protected from internal and external faults depending on many relays, depending on 

different fault detection strategies. In this work, a power transformer protected using a proposed protection 

system; this proposed system consists of a digital differential relay designed to work as the unit protection 

while an overcurrent as a secondary (backup) protection to protect the device during unit protection system 

failure and fuzzy logic controller (FLC) used to control and coordinate the operation of these relays [1]. 

Since the magnetizing inrush current has a significant second harmonic portion, a  

harmonic-restrained differential relay is formed. This scenario can be improved because harmonics occur in 

the power system's normal state, and the quantity of second frequency components in the inrush state can be 

reduced by changing the core steel [2]. In the presence of differential currents, this scenario cannot 
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distinguish between fault and inrush. For versatility in the face of changing power system conditions, a new 

relaying technique with high reliability is needed. For protective relaying, several new artificial intelligence 

features have been created. Miriyala et al. [3] suggested differential protective relay based on fuzzy logic, 

and the wavelet-based algorithm is reported. 

In this study, one FLC used to do two functions: first, it is used to detect the fault adopting two 

principals of operation (differential relay and overcurrent relay), and second is coordinate the operation of the 

unit and backup protection systems. The proposed system decreases the complexity of designing various 

subsystems and combining them in one controller. The rest of this study is prepared as follows: the materials 

and methods related to research are described in section 2, such as differential relay and overcurrent relay. In 

section 3, the construction of a fuzzy protective relay has been presented. The proposed model, including 

fuzzification and defuzzification with specific rules, has been clarified in section 4. In section 5, the case 

study simulation and findings have been prepared and discussed. Finally, in section 6, conclusions are drawn. 
 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Differential relay  

The concept of differential comparison can understand by referring to Figure 1 [4]-[6]. During 

regular operation, the primary current Ip entering the transformer's primary terminal is amounting to the 

current, leaving it from the secondary terminal at every instant [7], [8]. The secondary current in the pilot line 

of the current transformer (CT) A, which is existing at the first terminal of protected transformer,  

is [9], [10]: 
 

𝐼𝐴𝑆 = 𝛼𝐴𝐼𝑝 − 𝐼𝐴𝑒 (1) 
 

For the current transformer B, which is located at the second terminal of the protected power transformer, the 

equation becomes as follows: 
 

𝐼𝐵𝑆 = 𝛼𝐵𝐼𝑝 − 𝐼𝐵𝑒 (2) 
 

If the transformation ratios are equal, i.e., 𝛼𝐴= 𝛼𝐵 = a, the relay operating current 𝐼𝑜𝑝 is stated by: 
 

𝐼𝑜𝑝 = 𝐼𝐴𝑒 − 𝐼𝐵𝑒 (3) 
 

Through regular process of the system and exterior faults duration, the relay operating current 𝐼𝑜𝑝 is tiny, but 

never be nil [11]-[13] where; 

 𝑎𝐴: The transformation ratio of the CTA 

𝐼𝐴𝑒: CT excitation current on the secondary measured in A 

𝑎𝐵: Transformer B transformation ratio 

𝐼𝐵𝑒: CT B excitation current on the secondary measured in A 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Differential relay principle of operation 

 

 

2.2.  Overcurrent relay 

The power system's development is essential to provide electric energy with high quality to 

consumers and keep up with demand increasing [14], [15]. Over-current protection has evolved from 90 

years ago. It is the simplest, earliest, and cheapest sample of protection and remains publicly used today in 

the power industry [16], [17]. The threshold current is exceeded, the relay sends out a trip signal with a 

predetermined delay time [18], [19]. These relays are categorized according to their time characteristics, such 
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as definite time, instantaneous, very steep time, inverse time, very inverse time, and extremely inverse time. 

The following is a summary of the time-current relay characteristic: 
 

𝑇 = 𝐾 𝑇𝑀𝑆

𝐼𝑛−1
 (4) 

 

T : The relay time of operation 

K : The constant design parameter 

TMS : The time multiplier setting 

N : Algebraic function index characteristic 

I : The current of relay multiplied by tap setting 

 

 

3. FUZZY LOGIC PROTECTIVE RELAY 

The fuzzy logic technique is a type of logic system; it is a critical technique and importance due to a 

fuzzy method for the system dialectic under confusion and illustrates in unfaithful way near that for human 

thought. This technique quite varies from Boolean logic and classic logic method; these ways suppose the 

exact variables in true or false, while fuzzy logic technique is a functional method for recognition and prepare 

an accurate adjustment that understands a valuation or approximate answer for a problem depending on the 

store of approximate information, not complete or unreliable [20], [21]. 

When it is complicated to encode a mathematical representation, the fuzzy logic technique is very 

efficient and is the best solution [22]. A fuzzy logic system consists of input variables and output variables 

associated with specific rules depending on the function designed for it. Fuzzy logic technique is used for 

power contingency analysis and control [23]-[25]. The major component of fuzzy inference systems is shown 

in Figure 2. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. The basic construction of fuzzy logic protective relaying 
 

 

For the differential relay, after the current passing through the current transformers (CT1 and CT2), the 

difference is compared with a reference value representing the normal operation difference with an acceptable 

increase according to the normal variation of loads. The value of the normal and abnormal difference is represented 

as a membership function on the input1 of FLC. The current value of the normal and abnormal activity is 

expressed as a membership function on the FLC's input2 for the overcurrent relay. Then logical rules are used to 

detect and coordinate the operation of the two relays as listed in the second paragraph. 

 

 

4. THE PROPOSED MODEL 

In this work, a complete protection system depending on FLC has been presented. This model can 

detect and make an isolation decision using one controller. Since the protected devise is a transformer,  

the proposed protection system contains a differential relay for the unit protection relay and an overcurrent 

relay for the backup (secondary) protection. The construction of the suggested fuzzy logic protective relaying 

is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Fuzzy logic protective structure of the proposed model 
 

 

4.1.  Proposed technique membership functions 

The proposed controller contains two input variables and two output variables as listed below: 

Input1 (Diff): represents the detection signal that comes from the differential relay. 

Input2 (OCR): represents the detection signal that comes from the overcurrent relay. 

Output1 (Main): represents an isolation signal to the unit protection system. 

Output2 (Backup): represents an isolation signal to the backup protection system. 

Figure 4 show the input variables membership function (MF). 
 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 4. Input variables fuzzy membership function: (a) differential relay and (b) overcurrent relay 
 

 

The range of first input membership is selected according to the range of difference in current 

presented in (3) during normal and abnormal operation. At the same time, the range of the membership for 

the second input is selected according to the maximum current value during regular operation. Figure 5 show 

the output variables membership function. The values of the two outputs represent the decision of trip or 

block according to the input values and the rules that organize the operation. 
 
 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 5. Output variable membership function: (a) main protection and (b) backup protection 
 

 

4.2.  Proposed FLC rules 

For the proposed controller, four FLC rules selected to organize the operation of the overall 

protection system; these rules are listed in Table 1. From Table1, when input1 and input2 are normal, there is 

no fault on the system, so the circuit breakers of main and backup protection systems are still blocked. While 
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if one of the two inputs becomes abnormal, it indicates a fault in the system. If input1 is abnormal (fault), 

output1 (main or unit protection) give a trip signal while if input2 is abnormal (fault) while input1 is normal 

(unit protection failure), output2 (backup protection) give a trip signal). 
 

 

Table 1. Fuzzy logic protective rules 
 DifferentialRelay (Input1) Overcurrent Relay (Input2) Unit (Output1) Backup (Output2) 

1 Normal  Normal  Block  Block  
2 Normal  Fault  Bock  Trip  

3 Fault  Normal  Trip  Block  

4 Fault  Fault  Trip  Trip  

 

 

5. CASE STUDY SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

The proposed model is simulated using MATLAB/SIMULINK package R2020b with a sampling 

time of 5*10-6 s and tested on actual data of a part of the Iraqi national grid, East Karbala substation 108 km 

southwest from Baghdad [26]. The overall simulation circuit diagram is shown in Figure 6. Mathworks 

simulation software is used to train and test the proposed solution under nominal power system operating 

conditions. Internal symmetrical faults on the high voltage side are among the fault types that were simulated. 

The East Karbala substation's technical features are shown in Table 2. The case study tested during regular 

operation and internal fault occurrence. The symmetrical three-phase fault is applied to one of the 

transformer terminals. The numerical results are shown in the figures. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6. MATLAB simulation for East Karbala substation with its proposed protection system 

 

 

Table 2. Technical features for east Karbala substation 
Features Value Units 

𝑅1 0.01273 Ω/km 

𝐿1 0.9337e-3 H/km 

𝑅0 0.3864 Ω/km 

𝐿0 4.1264e-3 H/km 

Nominal power  63 MVA 

Power correction 0.85 - 

Operated voltage 132 kV 

Length 108 km 
Power transformer D1/ Yg 63 kVA 

Rated frequency 50  Hz 

 

 

Figure 6 shows that during regular operation (pre-fault and after fault), the fuzzy logic protective relay 

gives a block signal to the circuit breakers, while during fault occurrence (during fault), the decision is to trip to 

isolate the fault from the system. During unit protection failure, the backup protection system is operated to isolate 

the fault, as shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 show the variation of power transformer voltage for different operating 

cases (pre-fault, during the fault, and after the fault) located before the position of the three-phase transformer. 

Figure 9 clarifies the waveforms of three-phase fault currents and voltage for different operating cases (pre-fault, 

during the fault, and after the fault) located before the position of the power transformer. 
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Figure 7. FLC decision during the unit protection failure 
 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Transformer current and voltage pre-fault, during and after clearing fault 
 

 

  
 

Figure 9. Waveforms of three-phase fault currents 
 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

This research focuses on reducing the difficulty of developing multi-systems to detect and manage the 

operation of power transformer primary and backup safety systems. The results show that fuzzy logic relaying is 

effective in modeling power system security due to its versatility and ease of adding logical conditions. It can be 

improved by changing the logical rules and physical variables instead of using two controllers used to detect the 

fault occurrence and make proper coordination between the relays' decision. The proposed protection uses one 

fuzzy logic protective relay to recognize the fault occurrence and coordinate the unit and backup protection 

systems' operation. Consequently, it gives an optimal decision to the circuit breakers connected to the export trip or 
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block signal. In the next step of his study, the proposed scenario could be improved, modified, and applied to 

another type of protected equipment. The numerical results clarify that the proposed model can perform fast, 

accurate, and reliable protection for the power transformer. 
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